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Futures Passed: Representations of Twentieth-Century Brisbane in Three Nineteenth 

Century Novels  

 

Brisbane has produced less fiction with the city as a central theme than the older southern 

capitals
i
. For a long time the lyric, short like a summer storm, was the form of choice for 

Brisbane writers rather than long-form narrative. Perhaps poetry’s brevity and intensity better 

suited the city’s relatively brief European history and sub-tropical climate? Or perhaps 

Brisbane’s origins as a convict outpost, a colonial port, and a branch office for southern-

owned firms left a lingering sense that the most important stories were going on elsewhere? 

Whatever the case, before the 1990s the writers who might have written the city’s epic fled 

the place in droves: Thea Astley, David Malouf, Janette Turner Hospital, and a long list of 

others. Until recently, our best-known novel of local colour was Malouf’s Johnno (1976), a 

slim portrait of 1940s and 1950s male friendship that cast Brisbane as ugly, mediocre, and 

repressive
ii
.  

Recent scholars of Queensland literary history have flagged the 1990s as a time when 

something changed for local fiction
iii

. After the fall of the Bjelke-Petersen government in 

1989, a newly confident scene emerged, especially in the capital, buoyed by government 

funding for writing infrastructure like the Queensland Writers’ Centre, the Brisbane Writer’s 

Festival, and the Premier’s Literary Awards. Financial support for novels that were self-

consciously about “the state of the state” was a small but culturally significant part of Goss 

and Beattie’s rebranding of Queensland, and Brisbane was at the centre of the boom. In the 

1990s, a new generation of local novelists such as Venero Armanno, Mary Rose MacColl, 

Nick Earls, Melissa Lucashenko, and Andrew McGahan stayed home to take advantage of 

new opportunities. Suddenly, fiction with a backdrop of jacarandas blooming by a lazy brown 

river was fashionable. 
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This essay looks to contextualise the recent boom in Brisbane fiction by going back one 

hundred years earlier. It briefly examines the way three late nineteenth-century novels 

imagine twentieth-century Brisbane: William Lane’s White or Yellow (1888), Austin South’s 

In Those Days (1893), and Thomas Pennington Lucas’s The Curse and Its Cure (1894).  

Among the earlier full-length works of fiction to depict Brisbane, these texts do not so 

much predict the future as project the characteristic anxieties and aspirations of their own 

time onto the twentieth-century city. Drawing on conventions of British and American 

Utopian and Dystopian literature – time travel, romantic socialism, and fanciful technology – 

they work through possible outcomes, good and bad, to nineteenth-century Queensland social 

problems (these male-authored works are deeply interested in race and class, but 

conspicuously silent on gender politics). While the novels’ ideological preoccupations and 

narrative strategies are very much of their era, they prefigure the Brisbane fiction of our own 

time in the way they engage the city’s natural environment. All three novels evoke Brisbane 

in great detail and with great specificity, often dwelling on geographic and climatic features – 

the river, the heat, the lush vegetation – that have become integral to the way we imagine the 

city. 

 

William Lane’s White or Yellow: A Story of the Race War of 1908 was serialised in the 

radical newspaper The Boomerang in 1888. Before leading 500 disciples to Paraguay in 1893 

to establish a short-lived Utopian settlement, the British-born Lane spent more than a decade 

in Queensland. During this period he established himself as the most widely read and 

influential radical journalist in the colony. A much more appealing presence on the page than 

his followers found him to be in person, Lane’s early writing championed trade unionism, 

mateship, greater equality for women, and republicanism. His racism was fanatical even by 

the standards of the time, but was shared widely enough by his fellow Queenslanders that 
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White or Yellow helped fuel anti-Chinese riots in Brisbane the year it was published. The 

novel provoked this response by envisaging a Chinese-British alliance ruling Australia barely 

twenty years into the future: “When our story opens in winter 1908,” writes Lane, “it only 

needed a leader to light the flames of racial war
iv

.” 

Brisbane’s population was still only about 100, 000
v
 when Lane was writing, but was 

increasing rapidly due to assisted migration schemes. White or Yellow extrapolates this trend 

into the future, imagining what might occur if the United States closed its borders to 

migrants. By 1908, a population explosion has occurred: 12 million Chinese now subjugate 

the colony’s 30 million whites. The novel blames the failure of the federation movement and 

Australian republicanism, two of Lane’s favourite causes of the 1880s, for weakening white 

resistance. 

Most of the text focuses on an Australia-wide uprising of white working men led from 

Brisbane. Even if we set the racism aside for a moment, it is a difficult work for a 

contemporary sensibility to warm to: didactic, often implausible, and full of clichés (“like fire 

in parched grassland the movement spread
vi

”). Nevertheless, it is easy to imagine how it 

succeeded as propaganda with its tautly plotted fighting and romantic subplot.  

Between battle scenes, the city and its surroundings are evoked memorably, and the 

breathless energy of the prose sometimes succeeds in giving a panoramic vision of Brisbane 

as the capital of a vast, resource-rich territory. The best example comes when the British 

Premier of Queensland, trapped in the clock tower of the Old Queensland Parliament, 

meditates on the grandeur of the colony he has ruled over, while awaiting death at the hands 

of the Chinese. The passage turns on an opposition almost as important to the novel as the 

clash of white and non-white, the clash of rural and urban values: 

 

“Farewell Australian land!” Lord Stibbins had said … when the rushing steps of the 

Chinese sounded in the stairway of the great clock-tower, yet he bade farewell to it as 
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he thought of it and not as it was then. He only thought of it as a land of mighty forest 

and of boundless pastures and of mines from which yellow gold was dug by the ton, 

as a land in which the creepers grew over the homesteaders verandas and which the 

market gardens of the yellow aliens blossomed in every waterway like chains of 

emeralds upon the bosom of Nature. He gave no glance at the crowded town in which 

the destitution of the Old World had commenced in all its loathsomeness
vii

.  

 

The omniscient narrator slides in and out of Lord Stibbin’s consciousness here, revealing 

both what he is able to see – “yellow gold” and “boundless pastures” – and what he cannot: 

the suffering of the urban poor. In the sub-tropics, however, as the image of the creepers 

growing over verandas suggests, not even city folk can isolate themselves from the wildness 

of the Australian environment. In the same scene, White or Yellow uses stock images of rural 

Queensland to describe the suffering of city dwellers. Working class families in Fortitude 

Valley are “herded like beasts in single rooms.” In the summer heat their babies die “like 

sheep in a drought.” By using figurative language drawn from the bush to critique urban life, 

the passage situates Brisbane in a broader Queensland context, refusing to view the coastal 

capital in isolation from its surroundings.  

Over the course of the novel, the bushland and pastoral areas in the city’s west, where the 

resistance is based, come to stand metonymically for the outback and the bush workers 

further west. The motif is reintroduced as Lord Stibbins awaits death. The inner city aristocrat 

spends his final moments brooding on the Brookfield farmer he fears will marry his widow: 

“This rough, coarse, unmannerly fellow – was he to put on the Stibbins’ slippers and sit in the 

Stibbins’ chair? […]. Would people point out a farmer’s wife as Lord Stibbin’s widow, and 

would she rear children to follow the plough?” In White or Yellow, the physical layout of 

Brisbane is used to represent conflicting values: urban and rural, foreign and local. The inner 

city, home to the British-controlled parliament and old China Town has been corrupted by 

foreign influence; the semi-rural west and the working class neighbourhood of Fortitude 

Valley belong to Australian patriots. Nevertheless, it is important to note that the city 
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contains these contradictions, it is not set apart from them. Brisbane can no more ignore its 

reliance on the primary industries of the interior than it can keep the creepers from growing 

over the veranda.  

For a writer like Lane, an essentially urban creature who nonetheless insisted on the 

superiority of the bush, Brisbane was a privileged vantage point. It allowed him access to the 

outback landscape he and many other writers of the 1890s saw as the real Australia, but it 

also offered the professional networks and financial opportunities of city life. Brisbane was 

neither Sydney nor the bush; it offered some of the benefits of both.  

 

Austin South’s Utopian novel, In Those Days (or Life in the 20
th

 Century), is as optimistic 

about Brisbane’s future as White or Yellow is pessimistic. Unlike the charismatic editor of 

The Boomerang, who has remained a figure of fascination for generations of Australian 

scholars, South’s identity is now lost to us. We know from the foreword of In Those Days, his 

only novel, that Austin South was the pen name of a well-off businessman who lived in 

Brisbane around 1890. The novel’s narrator Maurice Penton appears to come from a similar 

background; a gentleman scientist of late nineteenth century Brisbane, he gradually becomes 

conscious of the fate of Brisbane’s poor:  

 

And now and again, when perhaps a bad season or a commercial depression caused 

hundreds of willing and able workmen to tramp through the country in vain search for 

employment, and grinding poverty lifted its gaunt head, I had wondered … if there were 

no means by which all men could be secured the possession of at least the necessities of 

life
viii

. 
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Written and published at a time of severe recession, climate extremes, and massive strikes 

in Queensland, In Those Days imagines twentieth-century Brisbane as a classless, high-tech 

Utopia. Edward Bellamy’s popular 1887 Utopian novel, Looking Backwards, is the model. 

South lifts his plot from Bellamy and his philosophical framework from another American, 

social theorist Henry George. In 1890, shortly before South began work on the original 1891 

version of his book, George had undertaken a worldwide speaking tour that included a lecture 

in downtown Brisbane at what is now the Winter Garden arcade
ix

. South’s enthusiasm for 

George’s “Single Tax Theory” suggests he was likely in the crowd that day.  

Henry George argued that the class conflict provoked by inequality could only be 

alleviated by distributing land, the source of wealth, more equitably. By abolishing all tax, 

except for a levy on unimproved land, George’s reforms would oblige large landholders to 

either employ more workers (alleviating unemployment and driving up wages), or to sell 

parcels of land to small farmers (breaking up land monopolies). Austin South and other 

Single Tax advocates saw George’s plan as a cure-all. 

The opening pages of In Those Days introduce us to Penton, who has been trying for many 

years to launch a flying machine. He finally succeeds only to be knocked unconscious by an 

electric shock during the maiden voyage. Our hero awakes, still flying, in the year 1995 to 

find his home city greatly altered. Although he recognises Moreton Island (“this was 

Brisbane surely”), he is astonished by the sight of futuristic sailing vessels on the bay and 

masses of electric flying machines similar to his own. Fenton is nursed back to health by a 

man named Dr Hope, who acts as his guide to the “great and busy city” of twentieth-century 

Brisbane. 

Like his creator, Fenton is a bourgeoisie spectator to social change, rather than an agent of 

it. From a fashionable North Quay restaurant, he observes the skyscrapers and bridges of 

futuristic Brisbane while Dr Hope explains how a movement for global reform began in 
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Brisbane in the early 1900s. In 1903, we are told, 2000 delegates from around the English-

speaking world gathered at City Hall in Brisbane to plan world revolution. Society was 

remade swiftly and without violence by implementing reforms similar to those proposed by 

Henry George. In Those Days juxtaposes images of sunlight dancing on the Brisbane River 

with Dr Hope’s revelation that poverty has been defeated. In 1995, the Queensland capital is 

“a dream city of some eastern fairy-tale” where citizens live in magnificent riverside palaces.  

South’s image of the Brisbane dream – a big house on the riverbank – is clearly still with 

us today, although it is far from accessible to most of us. It would fall to his near-

contemporary, Thomas Pennington Lucas, who was working on his own Brisbane novel 

during the great flood of 1893, to ponder the wisdom of building Utopia on a flood plain. 

 

Pennington Lucas’s The Curse and Its Cure is the longest, strangest, and least coherent of the 

three novels considered here. Its author, a British-born physician who came to Queensland in 

1886 for the sake of his health, is now best remembered as the inventor of Lucas’s Pawpaw 

ointment, a skin treatment that is still sold in distinctive red tubes by Australian chemists 

since today. The doctor’s voluminous literary output has not enjoyed such a long shelf life; 

the only extant copy of his 1894 Utopian novel was not rediscovered until the 2000s.  

The Curse and its Cure is structured as a story cycle, a series of loosely related anecdotes 

connected by a narrative frame. In the year 2000, an unnamed nineteenth-century time 

traveller visits the ruins of Brisbane where a handful of pioneers are re-establishing the city. 

The secondary characters take turns to describe aspects of Brisbane’s decline across the late 

1800s. Although the cause of its destruction is far from clear, it appears the city was 

destroyed by a combination of civil war with the southern colonies over the issue of black 

labour in Queensland, and catastrophic flooding of the Brisbane River
x
.  
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Pennington Lucas is less interested in plot and characterisation than in critiquing 19
th

 

century Brisbane society. The Curse and Its Cure, finds examples of selfishness, “the curse 

that is fast ruining the world
xi

,” nearly everywhere: Samuel Griffith and Thomas McIlwraith, 

the two most powerful Queensland politicians of the day, are represented as dogs running two 

opposing kennels; Pennington Lucas’s medical colleagues are depicted as quacks who 

prescribe ice baths for Typhoid fever; business is represented by unscrupulous land agents 

who sell off riverside land knowing it will flood. “Neither science nor art flourished in 

Brisbane,” a man of the future tells the novel’s hero. “Cash and bawbees [Scottish half 

pennies], whisky and cigars is a descriptive gauge of Brisbane’s ruling aspirations.
xii

”  

The second volume of the novel suggests that the “curse” of selfishness can be defeated by 

renewed religious faith and heightened attention to the natural world. After visiting the city’s 

ruins in the year 2000, the protagonist travels a further 200 years into the future to find 

Brisbane rebuilt. An eccentric mix of teetotalism, phrenology, and strict Methodism has 

transformed Dystopia into Utopia. In the novel’s most memorable passage, the narrator is 

moved by the sight of trees he believes have survived since his own time: “Eucalypti towered 

their heads as of old in their ever varying never disrobed foliage of green… the mighty 

convulsions of evil had shaken humanity to its very centre, but nature was as active as 

ever
xiii

.” Here, Pennington Lucas contrasts the upheavals of the human world with the beauty 

and continuity of Brisbane’s natural environment. The relationship between the city and its 

surroundings has been at the heart of Brisbane writing ever since.  

 

Brisbane was already a major urban centre when these texts were written in the late 

nineteenth century. In the novels of Lane, South, and Pennington Lucas we begin to identity a 

distinctive aspect of the city’s character that has become a preoccupation, even a cliché of 

recent local fiction. In Brisbane, the natural environment shapes the way we live to an 
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unusual extent for such a large metropolitan area. The environment is more than just 

background in Brisbane novels; it is an aspect of characterisation, a rich source of metaphoric 

language, and a key thematic concern. Lane’s uprising of white workers begins on a 

Brookfield farm and moves into Fortitude Valley because he wants his readers to see urban 

life itself is a source of corruption. His failed Paraguayan Utopia was principally a flight from 

metropolitan life – the degrading working conditions and poverty he observed in Brisbane in 

his days as editor of The Boomerang. South, by contrast, seems to imply technology and 

progress can coexist with nature; his narrator is equally impressed by the light shimmering on 

the Brisbane River and the impressive modern bridges that span it. Even Pennington Lucas, 

the millenarian Christian who would have the whole of colonial Brisbane washed away, 

would still like its eucalyptus preserved for the poignant contemplation of generations to 

come.  

It is easy to find examples from more recent fiction where the Brisbane environment is 

used in a similar way.  The elderly protagonist of Jessica Anderson’s Tirra Lirra by the River 

returns to Brisbane after many years to find urban sprawl has replaced much of the green 

space: “the very conformation of the old paddocks has gone.”
xiv

. Venero Armanno
xv

 and 

Andrew McGahan
xvi

 contrast dark, interior spaces with the light and heat outside to figure the 

guilty conscience of their Bjelke-Petersen era anti-heroes.  

Although no one would make claims of artistic splendour for the novels of Lane, South, 

and Pennington Lucas perhaps they or value in that they show us fiction writers have been 

reflecting on the kind of city we live in for longer than we typically think. On the evidence of 

these novels, the intellectual horizons of Brisbane in the 1880s and 1890s already extended 

well beyond “whisky and cigars” to fantastic future worlds. From a forward-looking 

century’s end, these writers imagine foreign invasion, far-fetched visions of a high-tech 

future, even the coming of the Christian Millennium on the banks of the Brisbane River. 
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Significantly, for works set in a city that has always lived in the shadow of its larger, louder 

southern cousins, these novels already show a willingness to imagine Brisbane as a source 

and a centre of narratives. A hundred years before the 1990s boom, Brisbane writers already 

knew their city was a place worth telling stories about. 
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